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PICC-NATE®:
CREATED TO BE DEVELOPMENTALLY FRIENDLY
IN MEETING YOUR FRAILEST PATIENTS’ NEEDS

Utah Medical Products, Inc.
(UTMD) Gesco neonatal
products have a proven
reputation for high quality of
construction. UTMD designed
PICC-Nate exclusively for the
unique care criteria of
neonates:
w Barium sulfate-loaded catheter
provides radiopacity for
maximum visualization while
maintaining the safety and
effectiveness of the catheter.

The low-profile hub reduces tissue injury.
Less trauma to a baby’s skin can reduce
the number of necessary dressing changes,
and allow the PICC to remain indwelling
for a longer duration.

The suture wing design and tape
notches are profiled for ideal hub
securement with minimal skin
irritation and easy site
maintenance.

The extended hub option
eliminates the need for an
extension set and distances
the bulkiest part of the catheter
from the delicate skin of the
baby, there by minimizing
skin irritation.

w Silicone catheter is non-reactive
to body tissues and fluids, nonsupportive of bacterial growth,
non-thrombogenic, and
minimally irritating to vessel
walls and organs.
w The inherent properties of
silicone allow the catheter to
remain in the center of the vein
minimizing damage and
inflammation to the vessel walls.

UTMD’s neonatal products
should be integral to any
NICU’s Developmental Care
program.

Funneled entry promotes
fast PICC introduction.

“Quick Flashback” cannula
indicates immediate
verification of vessel
penetration.

SILICONE
Catheter & Introducer
Complete Tray

For more information or to place an
order, visit:
www.utahmed.com
or call:
1-800-533-4984

1.9 Fr (24 Ga)
PB-2PS
PC-2PS

3.0 Fr (20 Ga)
PB-3PS
PC-3PS

SILICONE w/ EXTENDED HUB 1.9 Fr (24 Ga)
Catheter & Introducer
PB-2LPS
Complete Tray
PC-2LPS

3.0 Fr (20 Ga)
PB-3LPS
PC-3LPS

TECOFLEX POLYURETHANE
Catheter & Introducer
Complete Tray

1.9 Fr (24 Ga)
PB-2PP
PC-2PP

3.0 Fr (20 Ga)
PB-3PP
PC-3PP

INTRODUCER ONLY

PEEL2 (22 ga)

PEEL3 (19 ga)

